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Transitioning: Poetry
from Slam to Bam

Writing for the Screen,
Stage, and Page

Men: Notes from an
Ongoing Investigation

Rooney, and Ian Morris with
Kelli Christiansen

Linda D. Gaddis, Nicole
Bond, and Timothy Rey

Rachel DeWoskin and
Zayd Dohrn

Laura Kipnis

Algren

Chicago After Dark

Director Michael Caplan
and Bill Savage discuss
Nelson Algren

Chicago college students
read from their collection by
the Chicago Center for
Literature and Photography

1,001 Chicago
Afternoons

The Art of the
Short Story

Paul Dailing hosts a reading
with five writers about
Chicago neighborhoods

Sharon Solwitz, Jac Jemc,
and Garnett Kilberg Cohen

Ana Castillo and
Cristina Henríquez
in Conversation

The Chicago Teachers
Strike

The Marble Room
Reading Series

Mysterious Chicago

Micah Uetricht and Kari
Lydersen talk about Chicago
education and politics

Timothy Moore hosts this
reading with four poets

The History of Black
Chicago

Memoir and Memory

Bare-Knuckled Lit:
The Best of Write Club

Gerald Butters, Jr., Elaine
Hegwood Bowen, and Lowell
Thompson

David Stuart MacLean (The
Answer to the Riddle is Me:
A Memoir of Amnesia)

Ian Belknap and Mary Fons
discuss Bare-Knuckled Lit: The
Best of Write Club

Frances McNamara, Patricia
Skalka, Michael Harvey, Lori
Rader-Day, and Raymond
Benson talk about mysteries

The Rise of Reagan
Rick Perlstein (The Invisible
Bridge: The Fall of Nixon
and the Rise of Reagan)

Special Events: 4pm Poetry Reading at Center for Book and Paper Arts (2nd Floor); 5:15pm Walking Tour with Paul Durica

Program Descriptions

11:30am

1pm

Chicago and the Novel

Algren

Novelists Rebecca Makkai (The HundredYear House), Kathleen Rooney (O Democracy!) and Ian Morris (When Bad Things
Happen to Rich People) discuss their novels
set in the Chicago area. Kelli Christiansen,
founder of the Chicago Book Review, is the
moderator. Makkai’s first novel, The Borrower, was highly acclaimed and one of
Chicago Magazine’s choices for best fiction
of 2011. Rooney is a visiting assistant professor at DePaul, a founding editor of Rose
Metal Press, and the author of six books of
poetry and nonfiction. Morris is the founder
of Fifth Star Press.
(Film Row Cinema)

Michael Caplan (the director of the documentary Algren) of Columbia College and
Bill Savage of Northwestern University discuss the literary legacy of Nelson Algren.
Savage co-edited the 50th Anniversary
Critical Edition of Algren’s The Man with the
Golden Arm and the newly annotated edition of Chicago: City on the Make.
(Film Row Cinema)

Men: Notes from an Ongoing
Investigation:
Cultural critic Laura Kipnis talks about her
latest book of essays about masculinity.
Kipnis, a Northwestern University professor, is also the author of How to Become A
Scandal, Against Love: A Polemic and The
Female Thing: Dirt, Sex, Envy, Vulnerability.
(Room 837)

Writing for the Screen, Stage, and
Page
Writers Rachel DeWoskin (Foreign Babes in
Beijing) and Zayd Dohrn of Northwestern
University discuss their experience writing
novels, plays, and screenplays, and adapting their own projects into television series
for Fox TV Studios and HBO. DeWoskin
teaches fiction and memoir at the University of Chicago and is also the author of the
critically acclaimed novels Blind and Big
Girl Small, which won the 2012 American
Library Association’s Alex Award. Dohrn’s
plays include Outside People, Want, Sick,
and Reborning.
(Room 835-836)

Transitioning:
Poetry from Slam to Bam
A group of local poets read poetry, and
discuss poetry and performance, with Linda
D. Gaddis (First Fruits Press), Nicole Bond,
and Timothy Rey (Little Victories).
(Room 808)

The Art of the Short Story
Sharon Solwitz (Blood and Milk), Jac Jemc
(A Different Bed Every Time) and Garnett
Kilberg Cohen (Swarm to Glory) discuss the
craft and market for the short story. Cohen
directs the Creative Writing - Nonfiction
B.A. Program at Columbia College, and is
also the author of How We Move the Air.
Jemc is also the author of My Only Wife
and This Stranger She’d Invited In. Solwitz is
the winner of a Pushcart Prize, the Nelson
Algren Prize (three times), and the Carl
Sandburg Prize.
(Room 837)

1,001 Chicago Afternoons
Paul Dailing of 1,001 Chicago Afternoons
(1001chicago.com) hosts a reading of
essays, poetry, and fiction about neighborhoods around Chicago, with Megan Stielstra (Once I Was Cool), Alexai GalavizBudziszewski (Painted Cities), Oni Woods
(Speed Limit 55), Kush Thompson (A Church
Beneath the Bulldozer), and Dan Campana
(Wrigley Field: 100 Stories for 100 Years).
Stielstra teaches creative writing at Columbia College and is Literary Director at
2nd Story. Dailing is the creator of 1,001
Chicago Afternoons, a website telling a
new, true story of Chicago life three times
a week, and the winner of a 2013 Peter
Lisagor Award for Exemplary Journalism.
(Room 835-836)

Chicago After Dark
Chicago-area college students read from
a new collection of their stories, published
by the Chicago Center for Literature and
Photography. The event includes readings
by Caitlin Enos, Eric Houghton, Maggie
McGovern, Nicole Montalvo, Phallon Perry,
Lauren Silverman, and Megan Shattuck.
(Room 808)

2:30pm

Ana Castillo and Cristina
Henríquez in Conversation
Ana Castillo (the new novel Give It to
Me and the 20th anniversary edition of
Massacre of the Dreamers: Essays on Xicanisma) and Cristina Henríquez (The Book of
Unknown Americans) discuss their books and
common themes of diversity and immigration. Castillo is a celebrated poet, novelist,
short story writer, essayist, editor, playwright, translator, and independent scholar.
Henríquez is the author of The World In
Half and Come Together, Fall Apart. Her
new book was named the best novel of
2014 by Amazon’s editors.
(Film Row Cinema)

Mysterious Chicago
Local mystery writers dish about writing in
the Windy City, with Frances McNamara
(Death at Chinatown), Patricia Skalka
(Death Stalks Door County), Lori Rader-Day
(The Black Hour), Michael Harvey (The Innocence Game), and Raymond Benson (The
Black Stiletto: Endings and Beginnings). McNamara is the author of the Emily Cabot
Mysteries series and a librarian at the
University of Chicago. Harvey is the author
of the Michael Kelly mystery series and
owner of The Hidden Shamrock. Benson is
the author of the Black Stiletto series, six
original 007 novels, and The James Bond
Bedside Companion. (Room 837)

The Marble Room Reading Series
Timothy Moore hosts this special edition
of the popular reading series, including
poetry by Joshua Young, Chris Green,
Eugenia Leigh, and Evan Kleekamp. Green
teaches at DePaul and is the author of
The Sky Over Walgreens, Epiphany School,
and Résumé. Leigh is the Poetry Editor of
Kartika Review and author of Blood, Sparrows and Sparrows. Kleekamp is an MFA
candidate at Columbia College. Young is
Associate Director of Creative Writing at
Columbia, editor-in-chief at The Lettered
Streets Press, and author of four collections, including The Holy Ghost People.
(Room 835-836)

The Chicago Teachers Strike
Journalists Micah Uetricht (Strike for America: Chicago Teachers Against Austerity) and

Kari Lydersen (Mayor 1%: Rahm Emanuel
and the Rise of Chicago’s 99%) discuss the
Chicago Teachers’ Strike, Chicago politics, and the upcoming mayoral election.
Uetricht is a contributing editor for In These
Times and an assistant editor for Jacobin.
Lydersen is a research associate for the
Medill Watchdog Project at Northwestern
and author of four books, including Revolt
on Goose Island. (Room 808)

4pm
The History of Black Chicago
Gerald Butters, Jr. (From SWEETBACK to
SUPER FLY: Race and Film Audiences in Chicago’s Loop) and Elaine Hegwood Bowen
(Old School Adventures from Englewood—
South Side of Chicago) discuss race in
Chicago, with moderator Lowell Thompson
(African Americans in Chicago). Butters is
Professor of History at Aurora University
and the author of Banned in Kansas: Motion
Picture Censorship, 1915-1966 and Black
Manhood on the Silent Screen. Bowen is a
veteran journalist who writes for the Chicago Crusader and filmmonthly.com. Thompson’s latest book is RaceMan Answers.
(Film Row Cinema)

The Rise of Reagan
Rick Perlstein, author of the new book,
The Invisible Bridge: The Fall of Nixon
and the Rise of Reagan, discusses politics
with WHPK host Mitchell Szczepanczyk.
Perlstein is also the author of the highly
acclaimed books Nixonland and Before the
Storm: Barry Goldwater and the Unmaking
of the American Consensus. (Room 837)

Bare-Knuckled Lit:
The Best of Write Club
Write Club Founder and Overlord Ian
Belknap and Mary Fons discuss live lit and

the newly published book, Bare-Knuckled
Lit: The Best of Write Club.
(Room 835-836)

Falling Down Stairs: The Problem
of Knowing in Memoir
David Stuart MacLean, author of The
Answer to the Riddle is Me: A Memoir of
Amnesia, reads from his book and discusses
the art of the memoir from a technical
perspective. MacLean is a Pen/American
award-winning writer who teaches at Columbia College and is a co-founder of the
Poison Pen reading series. (Room 808)
Special Event: The Center for Book &
Paper Arts and the Columbia College
Department of Creative Writing Present:

A Poetry Reading
& Broadside Showcase
4pm, Floor 2, The Center for Book &
Paper Arts, 1104 S. Wabash
featuring: Andre Price, Gillian Douple,
Charles Pansino, Taylor Pedersen, Joshua
Young, Harlee Kelly, Laurel Milburn, and
April Sheridan.

5:15pm
Chicago Literary Walking Tour
The Pocket Guide to Hell’s Paul Durica
leads a Chicago literary walking tour to
the site of the 2014 Chicago Literary Hall
of Fame induction ceremony, Ganz Hall,
Roosevelt University, 430 S. Michigan
(refreshments start at 6pm, ceremony starts
at 7pm). The itinerary can be found at the
Book Expo information desk or at www.
chicagobookexpo.org. No reservations
needed; meet at 5:15pm by the 1st floor
lounge near the information table at the
entrance.

Chicago Literary Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony
Saturday, December 6, 7-9pm
Ganz Hall, Roosevelt University, 430 S. Michigan

The new class consists of Margaret Anderson, David Hernandez, Edgar Lee Masters, Willard Motley, Shel Silverstein, and Margaret Walker. Rick Kogan will emcee the
event; Marta Collazo, Kevin Coval, Bayo Ojikutu, Useni
Eugene Perkins, Kathleen Rooney, and Herbert K. Russell
will serve as presenters; Cynthia Judge and Leslie Holland Pryor will be among the performers.
For more information and to RSVP for this free event,
visit www.chicagoliteraryhof.org.

Credits: Co-organizers John K. Wilson and
Lynn Haller with vendor relations chair Emily
Victorson. Our thanks to all of our speakers and
exhibitors, as well as Matthew Shenoda, Joshua
Young, Michael Dunham, Deborah Siegel, April
Sheridan, and Samuel Park at Columbia College; Merle Welkomer (designer of our poster,
flier, and bookmark), John Wawrzaszek of
CPRC, Donald Evans, Paul Dailing, Kelli Christiansen, and Linda Gaddis; our day of event
volunteers, including Brian Alexander, Angel
Rembert, and Brooke Kennedy and her Muchin
College Prep students; and Book Expo founder
John Rich.

Exhibitor Descriptions
Presses

(9) 7Vientos (sietevientos.com) is a bilingual
publishing house that strives to serve the world
of confluences that is today’s America. The objective is simple: to promote diversity of cultures
by bringing literature previously unavailable in
English. We publish works by writers who think
outside the box: unorthodox, experimental, and
intellectually risky. In addition to having exceptional literary content, the books 7V publishes
are visually stunning. The books have been
dubbed “flip” books after the way they read
through on one side in its original language and
the other in its translation to English.
(53) After Hours Press (afterhourspress.
com), a journal of Chicago writing and art, was
launched in June 2000, and has published both
established and new Chicago voices twice per
year (Winter and Summer) since. After Hours
represents the diversity of Chicago writers
(especially poets) and artists working at the
beginning of the 21st century.
(17) Allium Press of Chicago (alliumpress.
com) was founded in 2009 as a small, independent press. We publish literary fiction, historical fiction, mysteries, thrillers, and young adult
fiction, all with a Chicago connection.
(26) Appoet Inc. (appoet.org) believes
ebooks are an intermediary media between
tangible literary works and mobile applications for storytelling. They focus on the multidimensional capacity of mobile technologies to
tell a story. Appoet brings together a unique
community of artists, entrepreneurs, educators,
and technology developers to enhance mobile
engagement. Through their extensive knowledge
and expertise, stories and communities come
alive.
(34-5) Avendia Publishing (avendiapublishing.com) helps to turn ideas into powerful
publishing tools. We strive to create high quality, avant-garde trade books and journals. Our
latest releases include the Jonathan Brooks spy
thriller series by novelist A.C. Frieden, who will
be featured at the Chicago Book Expo.
(47) Belt Magazine (beltmag.com) publishes independent journalism about the Rust
Belt; Belt Publishing, founded in 2012, publishes
anthologies by and for residents of often
misrepresented cities. Both the digital and book
publishing arms of Belt are committed to carefully edited, complex writing. We believe in
quality over quantity, community over analytics,
and the importance of the Rust Belt.
(39) Burial Day Books (burialday.com) was
founded in 2011 as a boutique publisher of
supernatural horror. Horror, the truest, purest
form of horror is the black and beautiful dance
between good and evil. We love the unknown.
We fear the unknown. We will bring you the
unknown through our literary horror novels and
short fictions.

(see map on back page)

(56) Chicago Center for Literature and
Photography (cclapcenter.com) is a full-service
arts organization that has been operating
since 2007. Along with original books, CCLaP
also produces a weekly magazine, a monthly
reading series, 200 book reviews a year at
our blog, classes and workshops, and a host of
other activities.
CCLaP will be hosting a reading of their
latest publication Chicago After Dark at 1pm in
Room 808.
(67) Chicago Review (chicagoreview.
org), now approaching its 70th year, publishes
poetry, fiction, interviews, and reviews, and
archival materials. We were the first to print,
among others, William S. Burroughs, Phillip Roth,
Susan Sontag, and our special issues spotlight
underappreciated authors, including A. R.
Ammons, Barbara Guest, Stan Brakhage, and
Edward Dorn.
(1, 3) Columbia Poetry Review (colum.
edu/columbiapoetryreview), now in its twentyseventh year, is published annually by Columbia
College Chicago’s Department of Creative
Writing. It is a student-edited, nationally distributed literary journal. Poems from Columbia
Poetry Review have been included in several
volumes of The Best American Poetry, and have
been featured on Poetry Daily and Verse Daily.
(1, 3) Court Green (colum.edu/
courtgreen) is a poetry journal published annually in association with the Department of
Creative Writing at Columbia College Chicago
and is edited by CM Burroughs and Tony Trigilio. Each issue features a dossier on a special
topic or theme. Court Green was named in honor
of Sylvia Plath and is the name of the property
in Devon, England, where Plath lived and where
she wrote her most famous poems, the Ariel
poems. The magazine was founded in 2004
by Arielle Greenberg, Tony Trigilio, and David
Trinidad. Poems from Court Green have been
included in several volumes of The Best American
Poetry, and have been featured on Poetry Daily
and Verse Daily. The magazine has also been
the recipient of an Illinois Arts Council Literary
Award.
(48) Curbside Splendor Publishing
(curbsidesplendor.com) is located in the Humboldt Park neighborhood of Chicago, Illinois.
We publish fiction, creative non-fiction, and
poetry that celebrate art, urban life, and extraordinary voices.
(79) Dream of Things (dreamofthings.com)
is an independent book publisher. We focus on
memoirs and essay collections that further our
mission to publish “distinctive voices, meaningful
books.”
(31) Eckhartz Press (eckhartzpress.com)
is a boutique Chicago publishing company
dedicated to serving the brave new 21st
century publishing world, the laughing “E” logo
a constant reminder that life is too short – don’t

ever lose your sense of humor.
(10) Featherproof Books (featherproof.
com) is an independent press based in Chicago
dedicated to publishing strange and beautiful
post-, trans-, and inter-genre tragicomedy.
(52) Fifth Star Press (fifthstarpress.org)
is a not-for-profit publisher based in Chicago
that specializes in trade fiction and in nonfiction
books pertaining to Chicago and the region.
(4) Goreyesque (goreyesque.com) is an online literary journal featuring work inspired by
the spirit and aesthetic of Edward Gorey. Both
a storyteller and illustrator, Gorey has crept
into the imaginations of authors, poets, artists,
filmmakers, and musicians. Goreyesque seeks
to provide a forum for new and established
creators in all genres.
(63) Graze (grazemagazine.org) is a semiannual food+literary journal focused on what’s
on the table as much as the folks sitting around
it. We feature art and writing concerned with
the stories food tells about us—after all, our
collective and individual histories are nourished
by the food we’ve made, smelled, eaten, thrown
up, fucked up, and loved.
(1, 3) Hair Trigger Published annually for
more than 30 years, Hair Trigger features the
best fiction writing from undergraduate and
graduate students in the Department of Creative Writing at Columbia College Chicago.
(55) The History Press (historypress.net)
is a traditional publisher of local and regional
history.
(1, 3) Hotel Amerika (hotelamerika.net),
launched in 2002, is already firmly established
as an exciting venue for both well-known and
emerging writers. We publish exceptional writing in all its forms, so it’s not uncommon to find
traditional work alongside the experimental.
We strive to house in our pages the most unique
and provocative poetry, fiction and nonfiction
available. Work with a quirky, unconventional
edge either in form or content is often favored
by our editors. Hotel Amerika is an eclectic journal that attracts an equally eclectic audience.
(49) Lake Forest College Press / &NOW
BOOKS (lakeforest.edu/academics/programs/
english/press/) &NOW Books, an imprint of
Lake Forest College Press, sponsors a biennial
conference devoted to innovative art and literature and publishes books such as The &NOW
Awards: The Best Innovative Writing.
(61) Lake Street Press (lakestreetpress.
com), “voices and light from the city,” releases one or two inspiring titles each year in
genres of nonfiction and fiction by Midwestern
authors. The press is proud to present author
Mary A. Osborne’s forthcoming, award-winning
novel, Alchemy’s Daughter, at the Chicago Book
Expo.
(24) Little Dipper Ink (lulu.com/
littledipperink) is a small, one lady press owned
by ginamarie lobianco, who is the author of

forty-five books, including twenty novels that
make up “the little star series.” little dipper ink
publishes a range of whimsical work including
books for beatniks, non-fiction, fiction, pocket
poetry, and children’s books.
(6) MAKE Literary Magazine (makemag.
com) publishes contemporary literary writing
through the biannual print publication, MAKE: A
Literary Magazine, stages readings and integrative arts events, and educates through public
forums on literature and writing and publishing
workshops.
(8) Meekling Press (meeklingpress.com) is a
micro-press, based in Chicago, Illinois. We specialize in small, hand-made editions of books
by authors we adore.
(23) Misty Publications (mistypublications.
com) is a Chicago-based independent publisher
of poetry and poetry hybrids. Misty Publications is dedicated to self-sufficiency (we don’t
solicit grants, government funding, endowments,
donations or money from our authors) and is
not a not-for-profit. Misty Publications currently
publishes the Arsenic Lobster Poetry Journal,
along with other fine books of poetry and poetry hybrids. The authors of the other fine books
are always contributors to the Arsenic Lobster
Poetry Journal and are solicited by the editor.
(25) The Places We’ve Been Books
(theplaces35.com) is an independent publisher
dedicated to literary-based portrayals of the
diverse experiences of human existence.
(27) Poetry East (poetryeast.org), edited
by Richard Jones, is committed to an art that is
immediate, accessible, and universal. Poetry East
is described by Choice as “one of the best current journals of poetry” and ranked by London’s
Poetry Review as one of the top 20 literary
journals in the United States. Poetry East is an
international magazine of poetry, translations,
criticism, interviews, and art. Poetry East is an
independent magazine affiliated with DePaul
University and based in Chicago, Illinois.
(73) Polyphony H.S. (polyphonyhs.com) is
a national literary magazine for high school
students and also holds workshops for them. The
10th Anniversary volume is now available.
(37-38) Post Mortem Press
(postmortem-press.com) has published over 100
dark fiction, suspense/mystery, and horror titles
since 2010. Our goal is to provide a showcase
for talented authors, affording an opportunity
to “get noticed” by the mainstream publishing community. Post Mortem Press has quickly
become a powerful voice in the small press
community.
(32) Red Anemone Books (redanemone.
com) is a small independent publishing company
specializing in contemporary fiction, science
fiction, short stories, and non-fiction. Owned and
operated by writers, Red Anemone offers quality books that venture outside of the ordinary.
(22) Rose Metal Press (rosemetalpress.
com) is an independent, not-for-profit publisher
of hybrid genres specializing in the publication
of short short, flash, and micro-fiction; prose
poetry; novels-in-verse or book-length linked

narrative poems; flash nonfiction; text and art
collaborations; and other literary works that
move beyond the traditional genres of poetry,
fiction, and essay to find new forms of expression.
(66) Sliced Bread Magazine
(slicedbreadmag.com), a student publication at
The University of Chicago, is devoted to bringing together the odds and ends of our frenetic
world. Publishing prose, poetry and art in all
of their various incarnations, our mission is to
provide a slice of everything being produced
on the University of Chicago campus.
(29) Soberscove Press (soberscove.com)
Since 2009, Chicago-based Soberscove Press
has sought to make available art-related
materials that fill a gap in the literature or are
difficult to access. Soberscove also works with
artists on the production of artists’ books that
resonate with our growing list.
(1, 3) South Loop Review (cms.colum.edu/
southloopreview) is a literary journal that publishes essays and memoir, lyric and experimental forms, non-linear narratives, blended genre,
graphic memoir, photography, and art. We
look for personal essays and memoir with fresh
voices and new takes on presentation and form.
As well, we look for photography and art that
creates a strong resonance. Creative Nonfiction
+ Art is published annually by the Nonfiction
Program within Columbia College Chicago’s
Creative Writing Department. The premiere
issue was published in 1997 and contained
some of the best student-generated work from
the creative nonfiction and literature programs
in the college. Beginning in 2003, South Loop
Review began to solicit work nationally and
engage in the public discourse on creative
nonfiction by publishing creative nonfiction exclusively for a nationwide audience. South Loop
Review: Creative Nonfiction + Art is edited by a
nonfiction faculty member along with a panel of
editors that include nonfiction faculty, graduate
and undergraduate students.
(7) Thoughtcrime Press (thoughtcrimepress.
com) Thoughtcrime is an act of free-thought
opposition against the entrenched doctrine of a
ruling party. Our belief is: Authors should make
more than their publishers for their writing.
Using an author-centered model, we create art
book special editions and beautiful tour books
affordable to the masses.
(57) Tortoise Books (tortoisebooks.com)
Slow and steady wins in the end. In an industry
dominated by fast-sellers and flash-in-the-pan
subgenres, Tortoise Books is carving out a niche
as a patient and meticulous imprint, blending the best of traditional and new publishing
models to put out works that will stand the test
of time.
(58) Twelve Winters Press (twelvewinters.
com), a literary publisher, focuses on risk-taking
work that doesn’t fit easily into traditional categories. We produce print, digital, and audio
editions, working closely with our authors and
respecting their opinion at every step in the
process.

Associations, Groups,
Nonprofits & Education
(46) 826CHI (826chi.org) is a nonprofit
tutoring and writing center in Wicker Park. We
work with around 3,500 students, aged 6-18,
each year to improve their expository and
creative writing skills. All of our programming is
tuition-free, and we publish our students’ work,
both in-house and professionally.
(50) American Writers Museum
(americanwritersmuseum.org) will open in
downtown Chicago in 2016, and will be the first
national museum in the United States dedicated
to engaging the public in celebrating American
writers and exploring their influence on our history, our identity, our culture, and our daily lives.
(2) The Center for Book and Paper Arts
(colum.edu/academics/book-and-paper/index.
php) was created within the Interdisciplinary
Arts Department of Columbia College, with a
mission of advancing research and innovation
in the interdisciplinary practices of the artist’s
book and hand papermaking, providing support for our graduate programs, and engaging the public through lectures, workshops,
exhibitions and events. Together, we share the
principle that interdisciplinarity is a defining
characteristic of contemporary art practice, and
a necessary prerequisite for those artists who
will shape the future.
At 4pm, the Center will host a Poetry Reading & Broadside Showcase on the 2nd floor of
1104 S. Wabash.
(51) Chicago Literary Hall of Fame
(chicagoliteraryhof.org) has one mission: to
honor and preserve Chicago’s great literary heritage. We do this through educational
programming, awards, exhibits, and other
special events, particularly our annual induction
ceremony. We are also in the process of creating a repository of detailed information about
Chicago’s past, present and future literary life,
through such projects as the Chicago Literary
Map, the Chicago Book of the Day, and the
Chicago Literary Calendar.
The free induction ceremony for this year’s
Chicago Literary Hall of Fame will be held at
7pm at 430 S. Michigan.
(28) Chicago Literati (chicagoliterati.com),
founded in 2012 by Abigail Sheaffer, is an
online magazine that caters exclusively to the
Chicago literary community.
(5) Chicago Publishers Resource Center
(chiprc.org) is a nonprofit that strives to build
community and foster creativity by providing
access to the space, education, and resources
necessary to create and self-publish literary
and visual work. Visit CPRC at 858 N. Ashland
Avenue.
(13) Chicago Women in Publishing (cwip.
org) is a nonprofit volunteer organization
formed in 1972 to offer programs, services,
and networking opportunities to publishing
professionals and those in allied fields. We

welcome both women and men, and we strive
to be Chicago’s premier source of publishing
education, information, leadership, and career
opportunities.
(11) The Chicago Writers Association
(CWA) (chicagowrites.org) is a voluntary, notfor-profit organization dedicated to promoting
the 4 C’s of writing: creativity, commerce, craft
and community. CWA strives to: Foster a visible,
supportive writing community; provide genuine,
constructive feedback and access to resources;
assist writers at all levels achieve their writing
goals; build a bridge to unite all facets of
Chicago’s diverse literary culture; and promote
Chicago as a place of literary distinction.
(69) CHIRP Radio (chirpradio.org) is a live,
local, volunteer-driven community radio station
playing a wide array of independent, local,
and unappreciated music.
(30) The Editorial Freelancers Association
(the-efa.org) is the professional resource for
editorial specialists and those who hire them.
Our online directory and job posting service
instantly put clients and freelancers in touch.
Courses and numerous online and in-person
networking opportunities help freelancers build
skills and connect with colleagues.
(14) Independent Writers of Chicago
(IWOC) (www.iwoc.org) is the largest organization of professional freelance writers in the
Midwest. Our members are experienced writers
and editors serving clients worldwide in a wide
array of business, professional, technical, journalistic, and creative areas.
(12) The Illinois Woman’s Press
Association (iwpa.org) (since 1885) is an organization of communications professionals whose
objective is to maintain and improve the professional standards of members in mass communications in Illinois, to promote their interests,
and to provide for the sharing of ideas and
information. IWPA is an affiliate of the National
Federation of Press Women. Celebrating 130
years in 2015, IWPA continues to hold a firm
place in the history of women communicators
in Illinois. Today, we embrace members of all
genders and generations. IWPA is an affiliate
of the National Federation of Press Women.
11am-1pm: Janis Clark Johnston, Barbara
Joan Zeitz
1pm-3pm: Barbara Joan Zeitz
3pm-5pm: Susan Peters, Lori Rader-Day
(64) The Ladydrawers Comic Collective
(ladydrawers.wordpress.com) is an unofficially
affiliated group that researches, performs, and
publishes comics and texts about how economics,
race, sexuality, and gender impact the comics
industry, other media, and our culture at large.
(80) Northwestern University School of
Professional Studies (sps.northwestern.edu)
offers part-time MA and MFA programs in creative writing that help students grow as artists
within the specializations of fiction, poetry and
creative nonfiction. The small-group workshop
format allows for individual attention from published, award-winning faculty. Flexible scheduling gives students the opportunity to balance

their professional, personal and writing lives.
(82-83) Off Campus Writers Workshop
(ocww.bizland.com), at over 60 years old, is the
longest operating writing workshop in the country. Each Thursday morning between September
and May, we meet at the Winnetka Community
House, and our speakers address writers of all
genres, on topics ranging from craft to publishing options to the business of writing. Many
of our speakers offer professional manuscript
critiques for a nominal fee. Authors tabling:
Susan Bearman, Evelyn Eman Delmar, Mike Fallaw, Bernice Teifeld, Candace Thompson.
(21) Poems While You Wait
(poemswhileyouwait.tumblr.com) is a collective
of poets and their vintage typewriters who
provide their patrons with an unexpected and
decontextualized encounter with poetry. The
process is simple: give us your name, give us
the topic that you would like us to write a poem
about (ranging from specific to abstract with as
much information or as little as you’d like), give
us a $5 donation, and give us 15-20 minutes
while you wander around. Upon your return you
will have a custom-made, one-of-a-kind original
poem to keep for yourself or to give as a gift.
(41-42) Society of Midland Authors
(midlandauthors.com) began 100 years ago
to encourage literary collaboration among
published authors from 12 Midwest states. SMA
hosts free, open to all literary events, honors
the region’s best book with annual awards (currently seeking 2014 submissions), and connects
members with a newsletter and social media.
11am-1pm: James Garner, Stan “Tex”
Banash, and Barbara Gregorich
1-3pm: Joan Kufrin, Jim Bowman, Peter
Nolan, and James Reiss
3-5pm: June Sawyers, Gerry and Janet
Souter, Judith Fraden, and Libby Hellman
(68) South Side Weekly (southsideweekly.
com) is a nonprofit newsprint magazine written
for and about neighborhoods on the South Side
of Chicago, with in-depth coverage of arts,
culture, and politics.
(72) The Tamale Hut Café Writers Group
(thcreadingseries.wordpress.com) meets once
a month at the Tamale Hut Café in North
Riverside for an afternoon of conversation,
camaraderie, and critique. We are affiliated
with the long-running Tamale Hut Café Reading
Series. Author signings: Matthew Bieniek, Marianne Koerfer, Alice Vedral Rivera
(81) The Writers WorkSpace
(writersworkspace.com) is a membership-based
work and meeting space for writers of all
genres and individuals with writing-related
work, located in the Andersonville/Edgewater neighborhood in Chicago. In addition to
providing an inspiring and quiet writing studio
for its members, WWS offers a private studio,
conference room, kitchen, and lounge, as well
as access to wifi, printer, and fax. Members can
use the workspace up to 365 days a year, enjoying as much or as little community as desired.
Membership options include full-time, part-time,
and a 10-visit pass.
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(45) Terry Abrahamson
(inthebellyoftheblues.com) In the Belly of the
Blues is Terry Abrahamson’s Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame memoir of 45 years making and witnessing Blues history. His Grammy-winning music
recorded by Muddy Waters and Johnny Winter,
creating George Thorogood and the Destroyers’ first vinyl, his historic night with the Rolling
Stones, and more.
(85) Toni Apicelli (asixtiesstory.com) is the
author of A Sixties Story, her journey from highschool cheerleader to the sixties counterculture.
She writes about the forces that influenced and
changed her world during those tumultuous
years filled with idealism, activism, assassination, riots, sex, drugs, rock ‘n’ roll, and peace,
love, and good vibes.
(20) Krista August (giantsinthepark.com)
Walk Lincoln Park and learn the histories behind
its monumental art with Giants in the Park by
Krista August. Giants in the Park received a
2014 Certificate of Excellence from the Illinois
State Historical Society and was named 2011
Book of the Year by the Chicago Writers Association.
(40) Greg Beaubien (moresbypress.com)
Young travelers, murder, a love triangle and the
legacy of a father’s sins. Set in Europe, Morocco
and Chicago, noir thriller Shadows the Sizes of
Cities (Moresby Press, 2014) is based in part
on author Greg Beaubien’s travel writing for
the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times and Los
Angeles Times.
(87) J. Eric Booker is an author with four
fiction books. His first is a whodunit murder
mystery, and his other three...an action-packed
epic fantasy trilogy. Despite being a disabled
veteran, he is doing his best to produce different novels of all genres.
(33) Elaine Hegwood Bowen, in her book
Old School Adventures from Englewood—South
Side of Chicago, shares recollections about life
in Englewood after her parents bought a home
there in 1959. Elaine earned undergraduate
and graduate journalism degrees from Roosevelt University and has been writing for the
Chicago Crusader since 1994.
(84) Susan O. Brauer (susanbrauer.com)
is the author of her autobiography Just Keep
Dancing (Dreamers Tapestry, Inc.), a powerful
and compelling odyssey of abuse and triumph.
Her book and presentations at universities and
high schools on dating/domestic violence empower and instill hope in all.
(62) Dan Burns (danburnsauthor.com) is
the author of the short story collection, No
Turning Back, and the novel, Recalled to Life. He
also writes poetry and screenplays for the big
screen. His forthcoming novel, A Fine Line, is a
crime mystery set in his hometown of Chicago.
(76) Justin Castaneda (wheniwaslittlebook.
blogspot.com) is a self-published author from
the south side of Chicago. His works include the
children’s picture book series When I Was Little,
which is about remembering one’s childhood.

He is also the writer and illustrator of HEART, a
story about finding love and acceptance.
(74) Janet Feduska Cole (janetfcole.com)
has authored the mysteries Cancelled: Stamps to
Die For and Dead Letter: Addressee Unknown, in
which the protagonist searches for Nazi-stolen
stamp treasures. The Little Piggy Who Could...
and Did is a children’s book describing the
heroic activities of one little piggy.
(86) Jai Darlene and Donisha Derice
Filled with stalkers, car chases, fist fights, wild
parties, and sex, The Hustle: A Means To An
End follows two sisters as they use their faith to
transform their lives. This novel was penned by
Jai Darlene and Donisha Derice, who both have
a criminal law background and a passion for
writing.
(36) Jason R. Davis (jasonrdavis.net)
is an alumnus of Columbia College Chicago
who has continued on to be an author, event
organizer, and filmmaker. He is the founder of
The Chicago Horror Film Festival and author of
the zombie apocalypse series Invisible Spiders.
Jason spends much of his time promoting and
working to develop independent artists and
hosts a weekly podcast, “Shriek Speak.” His
first two novels, Inside the Mirrors and Hatched,
are available in print and will be available for
purchase.
(75) Karen Ford Thoughts of a Fried Chicken Watermelon Woman chronicles my thoughts
about subjects as mundane as motherhood and
as charged as race. My thoughts range from
the silly to the serious to the sublime. Some of it
will be pretty and some of it will not. Some of
it may be seen as sacrilegious and some of it
will appear as pious. However they may seem,
the thoughts spoken are my own, as honest and
clear as possible. Laugh, cry, scream, curse, but
whatever you think, think and then do something. I ask no less of me and no more of you.
(78) Linda Gaddis (firstfruitssite.com) has
co-authored the book Don’t Get It Twisted with
several other local authors. Her book First Fruits,
which comes out in December, will feature
poems that inspire, reflect, and motivate. She is
also founder and CEO of First Fruits Publishing.
Tabling with her are Peggy Ann Griffin (Healthy
Soul Cuisine: From the Heart of the Appalachia,
The Gift of Women/Creating Order In the Midst
of Chaos, and Talking Treasures); Timothy Rey
(Project Renewal, Little Victories); and Ann Tittle,
S.F.O. (Glory to God).
(88) Garrett Glass (jehoshuathebook.com)
is the author of Jehoshua: Signs and Wonders,
and Jehoshua: Conflagration, two in a series
of historical fiction novels which explore the
expansion of the cult of Jesus from Jerusalem to
Rome. Glass has also authored Who Cut God’s
Hair?, a review not just of whether God exists,
but why he exists in the minds of his believers.
(89) James Gordon (iblowyourmind.net)
aka G.P.A.(Greatest Poet Alive) is the awardwinning author of the children’s book Hi My
Name is Bobo (A Weekend in the Life of a 5th
Grader). He is a staple in Chicago’s lit scene
as a champion storyteller. He can also be seen

in the movie Animals, as well as Chicago PD,
Sirens, and Chicago Fire.
(59) William Hazelgrove
(williamhazelgrove.com) is the best-selling
author of eight novels— Ripples, Tobacco Sticks,
Mica Highways, Rocket Man, The Pitcher, Real
Santa, and forthcoming Jackpine and The Pitcher
2 in 2015. His books have received starred
reviews in Publishers Weekly and Booklist,
Book of the Month Selections, ALA Editors
Choice Awards, Junior Library Guild Selections and optioned for the movies. He was the
Ernest Hemingway Writer in Residence, where
he wrote in the attic of Ernest Hemingway’s
birthplace. He has written articles and reviews
for USA Today and other publications and has
been featured on NPR All Things Considered.
The New York Times, LA Times, Chicago Tribune,
and USA Today have all covered his books with
features. He runs a cultural blog, The View From
Hemingway’s Attic. He lives in Chicago.
(60) Scott Jacobs (deadtreepress.com) has
been covering Chicago as a reporter, filmmaker, and columnist for over 30 years. His
irreverent story collections include Famous Ski
Hills in Wisconsin (And Other Delusions of Grandeur) and Never Leave Your Block. Under the
pseudonym Stump Connolly, chief political correspondent of The Week Behind, he wrote about
Barack Obama’s 2008 presidential campaign
in The Long Slog: A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the White House.
(16) Dale W. Laackman
(kingdomandthepower.com) is the author of
For the Kingdom and the Power: The Big Money
Swindle That Spread Hate Across America (S.
Woodhouse Books 2014), the fascinating historical nonfiction story of two brilliant promoters
and con artists who in the 1920s took a dying
Klan to 5 million members nationally.
(77) Dominic Lodato (familytimemedia.
com) is a children’s book author. His works
include I Think My Little Brother Is An Alien and
Mommy Made Broccoli For Breakfast.
(19) Patrick T. McBriarty (PTMWerks.com)
is author of the award-winning history and
photographic guidebook Chicago River Bridges
(Oct. 2013) and the children’s book Drawbridges Open and Close (Oct. 2014) launching
the PTM Werks Series, and co-producer of
the documentary Chicago Drawbridges (April
2013), which was broadcast on Chicago and
Milwaukee Public Television.
(44) Scott Miles (scottmiles.wordpress.com)
is from Downriver Detroit and lives in Chicago.
Twice nominated for a Pushcart Prize, he’s had
short stories published in nationally distributed
magazines such as LIT, Cimarron Review, Atticus
Review, Beloit Fiction Journal, The MacGuffin,
Oyez Review, and The Summerset Review. The
Downriver Horseshoe is his first book.
(54) Victoria Noe (friendgrief.com) promised a dying friend that she’d write a book
about people grieving their friends. She got
carried away and wrote a series: Friend Grief.
Noe has also contributed to Windy City Times
and Huffington Post, as well as the My Gutsy

Story anthology.
(65) Isabella Rotman (isabellarotman.
com) is a cartoonist and illustrator from Maine
living and drawing in Chicago. Her art is usually
about the ocean, mermaids, crushing loneliness,
people in the woods, or sex. All of her self published comics are available in her online store.
She is author of the sexual health comic You’re
so Sexy When You Aren’t Transmitting STDs and
Artist in Residence at Scarleteen.com.
(15) Roger Rueff (soulofyourstory.org) is
an award-winning playwright, screenwriter,
and author whose works have been produced
around the world and translated into seven
languages. His book Discovering the Soul of
Your Story (Transcend Press, 2012) presents
an innovative approach to storytelling that
provides any author with a deep understanding
of his/her story.
(18) Patricia Skalka (patriciaskalka.com)
is the author of Death Stalks Door County
(University of Wisconsin Press/Terrace Books,
2014), a traditional mystery with a noir flavor.
Publishers Weekly calls the book a “tight, lyrical first novel.” Introducing the Dave Cubiak,
Door County Mystery Series set in Door County,
Wisconsin.
(43) Lowell D. Thompson (buythecover.
com) calls himself a “recovering adman” and
a “creative catalyst.” He was one of the first
African-Americans creating advertising for
America’s biggest ad agencies. These days he
uses his creative powers to “save America...from
itself.” He paints, writes and uses the media
toward that end. His latest book is RaceMan
Answers.
(71) C. Parker Williams, Ph.D.
(parkerwilliamsconsulting.com) is an industrial/
organizational psychologist and author of Personal Branding Bloopers, Blunders, and Boo Boos
and How to Climb Back (Fingertip Information
Publications, 2013). This book, with its expansive workbook sections, is a powerful career
development tool for professionals, work teams,
students, and entrepreneurs.
(70) Roger Wright (www.findingwork.
org) Whether it’s your first job, retirement, or
anything in between. Whether you are an artist,
vet, a corporate worker, or just want something
better. Finding Work When There are No Jobs
avoids the cheap clichés and easy answers. Instead, it offers entertaining stories and thought
prompting questions to inspire your path to
thinking differently about finding your work.

Press Cafe

Enjoy Pastries, Drinks, Sandwiches, Wraps,
Salads, Fruit, and Snacks at the Press Cafe
on the 1st Floor (SE corner).
Selling Cinnamon Rolls, Chocolate
Croissants, Muffins, Scones, Cookies
Coffee, Dirty Chai, Iced Dirty Chai, Chai
Latte, Iced Chai Latte, Latte, Red Eye (coffee
and 2 shots of Espresso), Loose Leaf Teas
(Black, Green, White, & Herbal), and Warm/
Hot Apple Cider
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